SEDGWICK COUNTY, KANSAS
DIVISION OF FINANCE
Purchasing Department
525 N. Main, Suite 823 ~ Wichita, KS 67203
Phone: 316 660-7255 Fax: 316 383-7055
www.sedgwickcounty.org/finance/purchasing.asp

ADDENDUM #2
RFP #20-0070
LIGHT JET / TURBO PROP AIRCRAFT
December 11, 2020
The following is to ensure that proposers have complete information prior to submitting a proposal response.
Here are clarifications regarding our request.
Questions and/or statements of clarification are in bold font, and answers to specific questions are italicized.
1. Contact name and phone number for Eagle Creek: John Fogle – 317-293-6935.
2. Sheriff’s Trade-In sheet is attached.
3. Do we have to give a trade-in credit for the Turbo Commander?
Answer: No, you do not have to give “trade-in” credit, but you could be deducted points for not having
the ability to negotiate a trade-in or assist with the sale of the Commander.
4. Can you send the times on the airframe, engines, and LLP?
Answer: The engines have approximately 3,050 hours…1,950 until the next overhaul. All of the
Maintenance records are at Eagle Creek (contact above) including parts and airframe information.
5. Please send all info on the plane, mx, hours left until HOTs and OH, landing gear OH due, ads/bout compliant, last time flown on FlightAware shows: Not available, etc….Ask if any mx is due
etc.
Answer: All of that information is on the Trade-In sheet attached. FlightAware shows not available
because it is a law enforcement aircraft so the information is secure. No current maintenance due for
75 hours…it was last flown Monday, December 7, 2020.
6. What is the fuel range of the aircraft? Will it make it to the West Coast?
Answer: No, a fuel stop is needed, generally we stop at Farmington, N.M.
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7. Any A and P service conducted here (Jabara)?
Answer: Small repair items such as seatbelts and seats etc. conducted here, anything airworthiness
involved or engine maintenance wise completed at Eagle Creek.
8. What about flight manuals; where are they located?
Answer: Behind the right pilot seat.
9. So all this plane was used for was prisoner transport?
Answer: That is the main purpose, but also any flights deemed appropriate by command staff.
10. Are there any bird strikes on the aircraft?
Answer: We are not aware of any.
Submittals are due NO LATER THAN 1:45 pm, CST, Tuesday, December 15, 2020. Late proposals will not
be accepted and will not be considered for award recommendation.
PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THIS ADDENDUM ON THE PROPOSAL RESPONSE
PAGE.

Joseph Thomas, CPSM, C.P.M.
Purchasing Director
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